
This quick guide provides an overview of using PleaseReview to create an OpenSpace review. 

PleaseReview v6.4 guide to OpenSpace reviews 

Overview 
PleaseReview OpenSpace provides the ability to create a co-authoring session in Microsoft SharePoint. This is particularly 
useful in the pre-review stage, where a team of participants are developing the document content and wish to work in an 
uncontrolled environment with full Microsoft Word capabilities prior to the document moving into a controlled review cycle. 

This has several advantages and consequences: 

• Participants of the review use Microsoft Word to co-author the document and can access all their usual Word plugins; 

• Unlike the usual PleaseReview environment, an OpenSpace review is uncontrolled and therefore contributions to the 
document can be edited and/or removed by other participants without an audit trail of the activity. 

OpenSpace review set up 
Setting up an OpenSpace review is enabled by selecting the OpenSpace review type at step 1 of the new review wizard: 

At step 2, documents are uploaded to the review in the usual way. Note that the ‘Advanced Options’ link at the bottom of the 
screen allows two options to restrict editing in Word documents of an OpenSpace review. 

At Step 3, participants are added to the review in the usual way. Note, however, that all participants must be added to the 
review as an Author: 
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The remainder of the set-up process is the same as a standard review, however by default, most review options are not 
available for OpenSpace reviews. 

Select ‘OpenSpace’ 
review type 

All participants must be 
added as Authors 



Participants of an OpenSpace review can enter the review in the usual way, by selecting the ‘Enter’ link from the PleaseReview 
home screen or the Review Control Panel. Either method will open the SharePoint environment in a second tab in the browser.  

Note that you must ensure your browser popup blocker allows access to the SharePoint site. 

Click on the link in the SharePoint environment to open and edit the document:  

OpenSpace review closeout 
A review Owner can closeout an OpenSpace review in the usual way via the Review Control Panel. 

Once completed, the review Owner has the ability to download three different versions of the document(s): the original; the 
latest version; and a comparison of the changes. 

Once complete, save and close the document. 

Upon leaving the OpenSpace session, the usual ‘Update Status’ screen in PleaseReview will display.  
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The OpenSpace review environment 

Note that upon closing the review, the document(s) are removed from SharePoint and all permissions revoked.  


